INTRODUCTION
We report hère some progress towards a positive solution of the following decidability problem. Is there an algorithm which, given any two endomorphisms e x and e 2 on a fmitely generated free monoid (word monoid), décides whether or not e\ = e\ for some n > 0 (hère e" dénotes the n-fold composition of e-) ? We show that such an algorithm exists if we restrict ourselves to endomorphisms with nonsingular Parikh matrices (these are special kind of monomorphisms, see Theorem 2 .6 in Ruohonen [4] ). Our main tools are certain combinatorial word mappings introduced in Ruohonen [4] .
NOTATION
The free monoid generated by a finite set (alphabet) A is denoted by A*. The length of a word P e A* is denoted by |P|. By [P] we dénote the Parikh vector of PeA* which we get by listing the numbers of occurrences of symbols of A in Pin some preassigned order. The Parikh matrix of an endomorphism e on A* is then £ [^] r [^(«)] where T dénotes transpose. The cardinality of A is aeA denoted by #A.
RESULTS
We begin with a theorem on equal powers of integer matrices. 
where ej is an n-column vector the only nonzero entry of which is the ƒ h one which has the value 1, have infinitely many common zero terms with period m, the first such zero term being the m th one. Let M ® L be the direct product of M and L. Then, by the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem, each of the n 2 séquences in (1) is governed by the linear récurrence équation q{E)r { (] = 0 (t ^ 0) where q is the characteristic polynomial of M (g) L and E is the operator (operating on number theoretic functions) given by (Ef )(t) = f(t +1).
Since, as is well known, every set of nonnegative integers which is closed under addition is a finite union of arithmetic progressions we have
for some g > 1, u tJ ^ 1, b\f ^ 0 and some set F tj . We may assume that g and 
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Proof : The set S is a submodule of the finitely generated Z-module a x Z + ... + a"Z. Thus S is a finitely generated Z-module and the lemma follows when we take q to be a common denominator of some numbers generating S.
• For our main resuit we recall some of our earlier results in Ruohonen [4] . and jj are eigenvalues of F o . We will not give here the somewhat complicated définition of 0; but refer instead to Ruohonen [4] . It should be stressed that 0 f as well as F t can be effectively obtained. 
NO
The décision in I is trivial. The décision in II can be done by Theorem l.D In the above proof we do not need the effective calculability of the bound e, only its existence guaranteed by the ineffective Lemma 1. Using field theory we obtain further information (e.g. effective calculability) of such a bound. Indeed, let K be the field which we get by adjoining the eigenvalues of for n > 0 since e l =j = e 2 and the eigenvalues are nonnegative. However, e\ = el
